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Executive Summary

1. This report provides a summary of Risk Management and Insurance work 
during Quarter 2 of the 2018/19 year.

Results of the 2017/18 Risk Management self-assessments show that 
Services achieved an overall compliance percentage of 72.38%. Assistance 
will be provided by the Risk Manager to complete action points arising from 
the process. Work is ongoing to complete risk registers for integrated health 
and social care transformation projects, with completion planned for the end of 
the 2018 calendar year.

The Insurance Team achieved a claims cost mitigation figure of £335,253 for 
the quarter.

Recommendation

2. This report is for the information of Members to confirm the level of assurance 
provided through the management of risk and insurance services.

Reason for Recommendation

3. This report is to enable the Audit and Governance Committee, in accordance 
with their work programme and oversight of governance, to scrutinise Risk 
Management and Insurance Team coverage during the 2018/19 year for all 
Council Services.

Key Points for Consideration

4. Corporate Risk Register
The Leadership Team continue to proactively manage risks listed under the 
Corporate risk register. The Corporate risk register is attached as Appendix 1.
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Service Risk Management

2017/18 Risk Management Self-Assessment Results

Risk champions from all Council Services have been requested to complete 
self-assessments to provide assurance that risk management processes are 
embedded within their respective teams. Each Service is assessed on factors 
such as the suitability of risks identified on the register, the effectiveness of risk 
control implementation, and the quality of risk review activity.

The Risk Manager received self-assessment responses from 21 Service teams 
providing a wide analysis of risk across the Council structure. The absence of 
operational risk registers under Neighbourhood Services or the integrated 
health and social care transformation programme prevented these Service 
areas from participating in the exercise.

After collating all results a total percentage of assessment criteria met across 
the Service teams was calculated at 72.38%. This result is lower than the 
76.00% outcome for 2015/16, and can be partly explained by the application of 
increased standards when evaluating the extent of risk coverage, and the 
disruptive effect of the high turnover of risk champions during the year.

Common issues included gaps in coverage requiring the addition of new risks 
and mitigation actions. There were also instances where risks had not been 
identified correctly – for example the incorrect use of a team objective or 
project title, instead of pinpointing the actual ‘risk’ that could lead to the failure 
of that objective. The Risk Manager is currently providing guidance to risk 
champions to assist in the completion of all action points arising from self-
assessments by 31st December 2018.

Integrated Care Risk Management

An exercise was undertaken in September/October by the project 
management team (PMO) of the Heywood Middleton and Rochdale Clinical 
Commissioning Group (CCG) to develop comprehensive risk registers for each 
of the 39 intervention projects. Work to complete registers is still ongoing in 
some interventions and the PMO Programme Manager has confirmed a plan to 
address all gaps in data by December month-end.

A high-level update on operational risks within the Transformation Highlight 
report to the Integrated Commissioning Board (ICB) on 27th November 2018 
confirmed the following key risks –

i) Clinical Pharmacists (Primary Care): Rochdale has been unable to recruit 
to the full complement of clinical pharmacist posts and currently has 1.8 
locum pharmacists in place. However prescribing data at the end of July 
indicates that the intervention is broadly on track to deliver £1.1m of the 
£1.2m transformation benefits planned. Initial discussion in relation to 
fulfilling the above positions via secondment opportunities is taking place. 

ii) Planned Care: The Planned Care theme has a deflection value of £10m 
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over 4 years with £2.5m deliverable in 2018/19. Urgent work is ongoing to 
develop a detailed Planned Care work programme to deliver transformation 
benefits and support the savings programme.

iii) Transformation performance indicator (TPI) / outcomes tracking: The 
majority of themes reference ability to track and monitor activity and 
performance against defined TPI’s as a risk to the intervention delivery. 
Pennine Acute and Pennine Care have met and agreed to contribute to the 
data submission process, enabling more accurate tracking of patient 
journeys and links to cost deflections.

Re-Scoring of Service Risks

All risks recorded under Service risk registers are in the process of being re-
scored using the new 5x5 risk-scoring matrix agreed for all Council and 
Heywood Middleton Rochdale Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) risks.

It was agreed by the Leadership Team in March 2018 that the use of a single 
system would avoid the potential misunderstanding that a variety of scoring 
methods applied to different risk registers would cause. The matrix selected 
aligns best with the risk appetites of all of the services involved.

15 out of 24 Service risk registers had been re-scored to date, and the 
remaining risk registers are planned to be updated by the end of the calendar 
year.

Implementation of Pentana Risk Software

The Risk Manager is working as part of the Pentana Implementation Group, 
alongside colleagues in the Corporate Policy Performance and Improvement 
team, ICT Services team and the HMR CCG. The new Pentana system was 
selected following a review of alternative software products for the monitoring 
of performance and risk outcomes across the Council and CCG. 

A timetable of user training, system configuration, consultation with Council 
Services, testing and data migration will start during Q3. The new Pentana 
software is scheduled to be released to Service risk owners by the start of the 
2019/20 financial year. Once implemented, the system will realise time savings 
due to the intuitive design of the risk module, increased flexibility in report 
writing, and better ‘cloud-based’ coordination of shared Council/CCG 
objectives.

Risk Management Results

The table in Appendix 2 shows the chart of RAG risk scores by Directorate 
from the Risk Management section of the Leadership dashboard for Quarter 2 
2018/19.

It can be seen from the chart that there are no Red risks to report following 
reviews of all risk registers. Variations in RAG classifications between 
Directorates should not be viewed purely as a reflection of the effectiveness of 
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risk control activity. Risk scoring is also influenced by the severity of risks 
associated with the different services and their capacity to mitigate.

This results chart includes comparison against the previous quarter to illustrate 
movement in scores over time.

Insurance Team

Performance
A summary of the work completed by the Insurance Team from April 2018 to 
June 2018 is set out below.

The team received a total of 116 new claims notifications during quarter 2. This 
figure was significantly lower than the peak of 196 notifications received during 
the winter seasonal increase in Q1.

Data currently available confirms that a total of 146 claims were closed by the 
team during quarter 2. However it should be noted that we are awaiting 
confirmation of the number of claims closed during September 2018 and 
therefore the actual total will rise when this figure is known. Closed claims will 
largely not be the same incidents as the newly notified claims referred to 
above. The claims handling process can run over a period of months or years, 
and therefore the team are working on a combination of new and existing 
cases.

The claims cost mitigation figures displayed in the table below are calculated
by subtracting the final settled amounts for closed claims against the highest
reserve amounts for the same losses during the claims handling process.
These statistics are a useful measure of the level of challenge put forward by
the Insurance Team through their investigations, liaison with the relevant
Services, and joint-effort with solicitors to defend against legal proceedings

Claims Cost Mitigation Table for 2018/19 Q2

Month Claims Closed Cost 
Mitigation

July 55 £175,121.46

August 50 £86,147.36

September 48 £73,984.32

Total 153 £335,253.14

The table shows that the Insurance Team achieved a total cost mitigation of 
£335,253.14 on settled claims costs during Q2. Please note that the cost 
mitigation figure for September is incomplete because we are still awaiting 
data from one previous insurer. Therefore the total for the quarter is likely to 
increase when this data is available.

The largest saving for an individual claim was the repudiation of a Public 
Liability claim involving personal injury to a third party cleaner. Investigations 
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determined that the cleaning service had not been commissioned by the 
Council and therefore the claim was repudiated with no compensation paid. 

Service Training Plan

The Insurance Team have a role to play in educating Council officers to both 
report incidents to the team in a manner that assists our investigations and any 
potential defence, and also to mitigate their insurable risks effectively. 
Gallagher Bassett offer accident investigation and risk health check sessions 
as part of their contracted claims handling service. 

A programme has been prepared of training to be delivered during Q3/Q4 of 
2018/19 as follows - 

November/December 2018
 ‘Motor Glovebox form’ training (for all Environmental Management - Waste 

officers) – The motor glovebox form is the standard notification form which 
provides essential incident information to claims investigators.

March 2019
 Accident investigation Training (Environmental Management) 
 Accident investigation Training (Schools) – 3 sessions
 Accident investigation Training (Council managers) 
 Risk Management training (Events team)
 Risk Management Health Check (Highways)
 Employers Liability Risk Management Health Check

Priorities for the Next Quarter

 Comprehensive risk registers for all health and social care Intervention 
projects to be completed.  

 Risk Management self-assessment action points to be completed by 
Service teams.

Costs and Budget Summary

8. Not applicable.

Risk and Policy Implications

If Risk Management recommendations are not implemented, the Council will 
be exposed to the risks set out in the relevant Risk Management reports. 
These risks will be mitigated by completion of the actions agreed with 
management and summarised within this report. 

9.



Consultation

10. The risk controls or development action points arising from this report are 
agreed in consultation with senior management and officers within each 
Service area.

Background Papers Place of Inspection

None

For Further Information Contact: Martin Nixon, Tel: 01706925415, 
martin.nixon@rochdale.gov.uk


